
THE THEODOLITE: SAFETY ISSUES AND PROPER PROCEDURESAstronomers need to measure angles to auraies of order an arseond or better. It is ex-eedingly diÆult to measure angles to this auray. The Sun and Moon are half degree in diameter:this is 30 arminutes, or 1800 arseonds.A theodolite an measure angles to arseond auray if it has not been damaged by improperhandling and if it is used orretly. We will use theodolites to measure the elevation angle of some stars(the elevation angle is the angular distane above the horizon, where \horizon" is de�ned by the loaldiretion of gravity). We will use these measurements to measure Campbell Hall, the irumfereneof the Earth, and the refration of the atmosphere.The auray of a theodolite omes at a great prie: a theodolite osts about as muh as a newar.1. Proper Handling.1.1. Transport: Theodolites are universally used in onstruting dams and bridges, whih areoften built in remote, nearly inaessible areas where they must be transported over rough terrain.However, the instruments are deliate. The instrution book spei�es how a theodolite should bepaked onto a horse or mule (sometimes denoted by the term \undergraduate") so that it will not bedamaged, and also how it should be transported in a 4-wheel drive vehile. We will observe the samepreautions.A diret quote: \: : : the best way to transport the instrument: : : is on one's lap (always in anupright position) or, at least, to wrap it up well in blankets and stand it in suh a way that it annotsu�er any hard knoks or shoks." We like to think our freeways are smooth, but they are not: thereare thousands of little tiny jerks per mile, and the entrifugal fore on a urve an easily topple anupright instrument unless it is seured. And we won't dare omment about Berkeley streets! Thus, wehave Rule Number 1: in a ar, either arry the instrument on your lap or strap it into a passengerseat with a seat belt so that it is absolutely seure.1.2. Unpaking: If the internal bearings are damaged the instruments will not provide aurateresults. They an be damaged by dirt; by jolts; and by being stressed by too muh weight. For thesereasons, it is the simple at of removing the instrument from its ase and mounting it on the tripodwhih is the most risky. So follow this simple proedure:1. Before doing anything else, set up the tripod so that is ready to reeive the theodolite. Thetops of some tripods have a triangular over, whih must be removed before the tripod an reeivethe theodolite.2. Before opening the ase, plae it on a at surfae suh that, if you aidentally drop theinstrument, it annot fall more than a few inhes. For example, the ground if it is lean, the seat oroor of a ar, the hood of a ar if it is big and at.3. After opening the ase, rotate the ase suh that the brand name \WILD" faes you; seethe illustration on the bak of this page.4. Loosen the three seuring srews (the blak knurled knobs on the bottom of the ase) andpull bak the slides.5. Grasp the theodolite with two hands: the left hand supporting the base and the right handon the right-hand upright, whih is the vertial pillar just above where it says \WILD". Lift theinstrument, walk over to the tripod, and seure the theodolite to the tripod with the srew in theenter of the triangle.2. Using the theodolite.The theodolite rotates around two \irles". The \horizontal irle" lies in the horizontal plane,1



and therefore has a vertial axis; it is also alled the \azimuth irle". The \vertial irle" lies in thevertial plane, and therefore has a horizontal axis; it is also alled the \altitude irle".For eah irle there are two important knobs. The \lamping knob" loks the instrument:when loose, you an point the telesope easily by hand and when lamped, you annot. The other isa \tangent srew" whih allows a �ne adjustment|a vernier adjustment|after you have gotten loseto the right position and tightened the lamping knob.It is easy to reognize the lamping knobs beause they are inlined with respet to the symmetryaxes. The lamping knob for the vertial irle, number 11 on the illustration, is tilted downward fromthe horizontal. The lamping knob for the horizontal irle is not visible on the illustration beauseit is on the bak; it stiks out in a okeyed diretion towards the left if you are faing it.The tangent srews are numbers 8 and 24 for the vertial and horizontal irles, respetively.There are two possibilities for damage. One is tightening a lamping knob too strongly. Itdoesn't require muh fore|use your thumb and a single �nger and turn it just slightly more thangently. The other is trying to turn the theodolite by hand after the lamping knob has been tightened.3. Paking up after use.First, rotate the telesope so that it is vertial and pointing downwards. Then tighten thelamping knobs for both the horizontal and vertial irles.Then follow the proedure for unpaking, but in reverse order.
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